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(多読のススメ−読書に影響を与える要因の究明
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1. Introduction
Much has been written about extensive reading. The literature fbcuses on reasons fbr using this

methodolegy and results fiom its application. Less has been written on the practicalities of
implementing ER programmes. This includes the motivation of students, and the building and
administration of libraries. Perhaps more important still are the motivation and attitudes of
teacheys, and the actions whicli these iead to. Rather than investigating the effect of reading on
language proficiency, this paper aims to investigate possible effects ofthe classroom on reading.

Extensive reading (ER) has been an integral component of the Cornprehensive English
Programme since its inception in April 2006, As course designers we have, therefore, had a
relatively brief span oftime in which to analyze the results ofour initiative and to consider how to

develop the ER program in the future. It is heartening, though, as we struggle with these issues to

observe that we are not alone and that, throughout the Japanese secondary and tertiary Engiish
education system, there is growing awareness ofthe benefits of ER and an intensifyifig interest in
expioring how best to integrate it inte the broacler scheme of existing curricula,i

1.1 General Aims
One aim of this project was to explDre the effectiveness of interviews with teachers as an
instrument fbr staff and curriculum development. The fbcus of the interviews was limited to a
specific area ofthe Comprehensive English curriculum: the extensive reading (ER) programme.
We chose to concentrate on ER fbr several reasons. In the first place, ER is a relatively new
departure and we are all too aware that there remain several probiems that urgently need to be
addressed. From our point ofview as curriculum developers, there is no longer any question about

the usefulness of ER in the EFL classroom. The weight of the research evidence now makes it

difficult to argue with the contention that there is no more efficaeious reute to language
acquisition. However, the logistics of implementing a large‑scale programme are challenging.

The problems are also, we suspect, compounded by the fact that the teachers involved have
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widely varying attitudes to ER. This is particularly true with regard to the single most contentious

issue we have had to deai with so far, that of assessment; and this was consequently one of the
central topics dealt with in the interviews.

The original, and less ambitious, aim ofthis investigation, however, was to explain an anomaly
in the ER programme results within a particular faculty in which three different teachers taught
six second‑year c!asses. As part ofthe assessment, students were reguired to keep a record ofthe

number of words they had read. For the four c}asses taught by two of the teachers, the average

word counts were between 65,OOO and 75,OOO words. The other teacher's two classes averaged
over twice as much (i97,OOO and 163,OeO). The students were split into two groups based on
results in a test of reading speed and comprehension (the EPER extensive Reading test), and each
greup was then distributed at random into three classes. Each ofthe three teachers was allocated

to one "A" class with higher scores and one "B" class with lower scores. 6iven that the teaeher
with the conspicuously high scores should have had students within the same range of ability as
the othey two teachers, it seemed likely that teacher practice was having a large influence on the

results. The motivation for investigating this scoring anomaly, and one that is central to the
development of the curricttlum, was therefbre to investigate classroom practice in the hope of
discovering how we, as teachers, can more effe￠tively guide our students through the leaming
process, and what the institution can do to support us iR this endeavour.

The aim of our research, then, was to inyestigate teacher practice and identify factors in
classroom management that affected the outcome ofthe ER programme; and we felt that the best
approach would be to undertake a qualitative study. The resulting interviews demonstrated that
there are many issues in the ER classroom. These range from logistical and superficial matteys of

where the books should be placed and how the paperwork shouid be managed, to deeply held
beliefs and attitudes about the value and nature of reading and {he place of reading iRside and

outside the classroom, some of which go back to the teachers' own experience as students. No
clear answer has been fbund to the originai research question of why the scores were so rnuch
higher fbr one of the teachers. The value of the interview, not on!y as a qualitative research tool,

but also in the service of faculty develepment is, however, clear.

A dogmatic application ofER‑based language acquisition theory, witli the emphasis it places on
selgselection oftexts and student autonomy, might conceivably lead one to question the necessity
of having a ianguage teacher in the classroom at all. The potential for drawing such conclusions
wi)l undoubted}y be particularly unsettling for teachers who are used to s{anding in front ofa class

of students ail engaged in the same task. In fact, though, far from writing the teacher out of the

picture, much ER Iiterature proposes several new and indispensabie roles for the instructor.
'fea￠hers are calied upon to act not only as motivators and classroom managers but also as
librarians and even ̀booksellers' insofar as they need to encourage their students to brewse
through what is on display and ￠ome away frem the elass with a book that they will eajoy. These

Iatter roles may we21 seem unfamlliar, as perhaps will the roles of expialning or justifying a
particular methodology, a strategy which appears essential in cases where ER amounts, as it often
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must in Japan, to a disorienting departure from the kinds of learning regime that students have
grown a￠customed to at earlier stages in their English education.

2. Interview methodology
The interview was chosen as the research tool in this investigation. In his shert book, 7:he Long

lhterview, McCracken describes the interview as one of the most powerfu1 methods in the
qualitative annoury (l988: 9). Kvale (l996:l27) describes the seven stages of an interview
investigation as thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analysing, verifying and
reportlng,

2.1. Thematizing and Designing an Interview
Wengraf (2001: 61) makes an important distinction between theory questions and interview
questions. Theory questions are research questions, written in theery language, often steeped in
the obtuse jargon of a panieular field. Interview questions are couched in everyday language. In
our situation, the respondents are professionals in the same field, and superficially this distinction

between language does not appiy in the sarne way as to a sociologist, fbr exampie, interviewing
under‑16 shoplifters. Indeed, there is a strong case in EFL research for avoiding the use ofjargon

as the majority oflanguage teachers do not belong to one academic field. However, regardless of

the issue of jargon, the fbllowing waming seems pertinent: "if you find many of your basic
theoretical concepts in your research coiiceptua} framework pop up into your interview questiens,
the chances are that yeLir designed interview will fail badly." (Xdengraft 66)

Wengraf suggests a hierarchy from the research purpose te a central research question, leading

to tkeoretical questions, which are then represented as interview questions or interview
interven￡ions. He describes diffbrent approaches to filling in this framework, from deductivists

who wili begin with the research purpose and work systematically from left to right, to
inductivists who will begin with an image of an idea} infbrmant and work backwards from an
interview plan. He also describes those who begin with a "muddle in the middle" and work in
both directions to fi11 in the gaps. (p. 73).

InterviewQuestionllnterview
Theory Question 1

Research Purpose) Central Research

‑ Question ‑,

TQ 2

TQ3
i‑‑

TQ n
Figure 1. Interview design (Wengraf)
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Our research purpose is to identify factors in classroom management that affbct reading
perfbrmance. The central research question is "What can teachers do iR the ciassroom that will
affect their students' reading?"

Before interviewing, the fbilowing issues were identified, based on our own experience
teaching ER, on responses in previous questiomnaires with teachers and students (Brierley and
Ruzicka, 2005, Brierley, 20e6, and Brieriey and Orlandini, 20e7) and on infbrmal discussions
with other teachers. The teacher's attitude towards reading is likely to play a key part in this, and

may affect many aspects of teaching.

Theory issues

Interview uestions

It.lggee!yillg‑A!!i!!!dgd1 Atttd

towards ER

Hew did you introduee ER to your students?

towards assessment
towards students' reading styles

Did you do anything diffk)rently in different classes?

tewards content and Ievel ofthe beeks
Interaction with tlae students
Orientation of students

What did you do differently? How did you change
your appreach?

Guidance, recommendations to students
Feedback to students

Why?

Classroom layout

What didldo yeu usually do while students were!are
readlng?

Time rnanagement
Assessment

How did/do you assess students?

pati
t
Library management
Reliability
Vizilidity

Rather than producing a list of questions fbr the interviewer to ask, a grid was produced (see
figure 2) in order to give the investigator and respondent freedorn to follow their own ideas.

Mlshler (1986:52) descr{bes the joint construction of meaning between the two agents in an
interview, and Kvale (1996:l27) describes the interview as "a stage upon which knowledge is
constructed through the interaction of interviewer and interviewee roles". As the investigator is
another practitioner ofextensive reading, his opinioRs mayjustifiably be inciuded in the research,

particularly if the emphasis of the research is to develop the Extensive Reading programme,
improve procedures and identify ideal teacher practice.
The grid covers four areas reiating to the teacher's practice (introduclng ER, classroom layout

and time managernent, what the teacher does while students are reading, and assessment). For
each area the interviewer was encouraged to find out about the past (what the teacher did in a
previous semester or year), the present (what the teacher is doing this semester) and the future
(what the teacher plans to do next year). It was hoped that the answers to these questions would
provide answeys to the theory questions.
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Past

Present

Future

IntroducingER

Classroom!ayoutandtimemanagement
Teacher'sactivitieswhilestudentsarereading

Assessment
Other...

Figure 2 Revlsed interview grid

2. 2.

Conducting the Interviews

Wengraf suggests that indirect question are better than direct questions, and non‑question
interventions are better than indirect questions (p. 63). Asking: "What is your attitude towards
extensive reading?" is les$ likely to get useful results than asking a question such as "How did you

feel when asked to use these books in your classroom?" or "Why dld you do that?" in response to
a description of classroom practice. In general, questions can ask about behaviour, experience,
feelings, knowledge, sensory events, demegraphics, opinions or values, in tlte past, in the present

and in the future (Wengraf: 79). Questions can ask about chronology: "When did that happen?"
Statements can ask libr more detail: "lfe;l me more about that. That's very interesting."

Steering the respondent in fl;ee conversation may reveal even more. For example, the
investigator can:

1. make a statement based on what the speaker has said
2. provide for the respondent to ask a question
3. give a signal of receiving the respondent's message, without taking the fioor

4. say nothing; but provide an appreciative silence, waiting to be filled by the respondent
(Wengraft 200 citing Diiton, 1990; Patton, l990; Schatzman and Strauss, l973).
In addition, the investigator can provide reinfbrcement and encouragement such as:
"..,I think a lot of really usefu! things are coming out ofwhat you're saying"
"I really appreciate your willingness to express your fee}ings"

"I know that was a difficult question and I really appreciate your working witli it because
what you said was very meaningful and came out very clearly" (Wengraf: 200 citing Dilion,

1990)
fleacherA: I don't know ifthat answers your questien very accurately.
Investi ater: Yeah, it does in lots of ways.

Wengraf states "The main

function of the interviewer in semi‑structured‑largely

improvisatory‑interviewing is to listen carefully to the responses of the informant se that the
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improvisations wiil be appropriate to both the theory questions and central resear￠h question, but

also to the unfblding development ofthe interview itself' (p. 202) He goes on to give thirteeR

obstacles to Iistening. These include practical issues such as fbcusing too much on reading
questions and writing notes. Many ofthe obstacles cluster around the ego of the interviewer, such

as when helshe is tempted tojudge, argue, advise, make comparisons with themselves or identify
with the ideas being aired. The most dangerous ofail, Wengraf avers, is probably "being right".

McCracken also identifies several issues in interview methodology: the investigator as
instrument, the obtrusivelunobtrusive balance, manufacturing distance between the investigator
and the material, the questionnaire and the relationship between investigator and respondent.

"One of the most effective [ways of imaginative reconstructien] requires the investigator to
treat the respondent's views and strange propositions as if they were sirnpiy and utterly true...
once these ideas have been properly ̀entertained' the investigator can ask: ̀What does the world

look like whenIho}d these things to be true."' (McCracken: 20)
McCracken warns, "the investigator must not engage in ... ̀active II'stening'... ̀read'the hiclden

meaning of the speech and ̀play it baek"', warning this is "likely to be almost complete
clestruction of goed data." (McCracken: 21) "It is important that the investigator ailow the
respondent to tell his or her story in his or her own terms" (McCracken: 22). These terms will
reveal a great deal about the respondeRt's opinions and attitudes, which are }ikely to provide many

ofthe answers to the research question.

2.3. Analysing Interviews
McCracken warns that investigators working in their own culture and in their own field "carry
with them a large number of assumptions that can create a treacherous sense of famiiiarity." (22)
"For analytic purposes, it is necessary to capture notjust ideas but also the context in whieh these

ideas occttr." (McCracken: 25)

2.4. Who do they think we are?
A critical question in iRterviewing is "who does the respondent think the investigator is?"
(McCracken: 25). In this study, the respondents were all colleagues of the investigators. This
couid lead to a distortion of what the respondents say, as they try to please the investigator,

impress them with theoretical knowledge, or give the "correct" answers to the questions. For
example, TeacherA spoke at length about research literature, citing six different theorists, He may

have done this because he was more familiar than the other interviewees with the interests and
aims of the researchers as proponents of Extensive Reading.

3. Results
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The comments of three teachers interviewed are summarised below. Their responses have been
categorised into three areas: attitudes, classroom practice and assessment. In all areas, the
responses ofthe three respondents diffbred considerably.

3.1 Attitudes
Teacher A began almost immediately to refer not only to theoretical literature supportive of

extensive reading but also to a conference workshop he had recently attended run by a
well‑knewn advocate of extensive reading in the EFL classroom. In Teacher A's mind, the two
most salient features of extensive reading were that it was categorically different to intensive
reading and that it was imperative that students enioyed it. ClearlM "Ileacher A had internalized

many of the precepts that have come to be associated with ER in EFL in the last decade.2
The fact that he encourages studeRts to avoid dictionary use so as not to ̀interrupt the flow'
suggests a familiarity with the cencept of ̀flow'developed by CsikszeRtmihalyi and applied by
Krashen in his advocacy ofreading fbr pleasure (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, cited by Krashen, 2004,
p. 29).

The predorninately positive attitude ofthis teacher to ER is neatty encapsulated by his use of
the term ̀saies pitch' to refer to his introductory orientation. That he believes it is worth devotiRg

class time to giving his students a better understanding ofER is in itselfan indication ofthe value
he attaches to this kind efreading, But the fact that he also feels bound to try to ̀sell' the idea

suggests genuine entliusiasm. It was also interesting tha￡ Teacher A viewed the ER component ef
the course as an attempt to inculcate a life‑long love of reading in students. Indeed, he even
harboured regrets at having emphasized that students shouid read as rnuch as possible, fearing this
amounted to aR act of sabotage iR tltat it may have led students to feel that they were reading to

fulfi1 an academic requirement rather than reading purely for the pleasure of reading (Krashen,

1994 and 2004b).
Some ofthe reasons fbr this zeal undoubtedly lie in this teacher's professional background as a

high school teachen He spoke, fbr instance, about his experience iR Canada with SSR, USSR and
DEAR initiatives in the secoRdary sector, where the goal was unequivocally that of nurturing a

lasting love of reading fbr its own sake. Equally impertant, though, were his much earlier
memories from his own schooldays of reading groups and an enthusiastic teacher‑reader in grade
eight.

Teacher B's attitudes to ER run a gamut from perplexity to frustration; and although he never
actually expressed any hostility towards ER, his sentiments cottld fairly be termed noncommittal.
Unlike 'Ilea￠her A, 'Ibacher B exhibited no interest in the ideas behind ER and made no reference
to any research literature on the subject. His perception ofhis situation seemed to be that he had

been presented by his employers with a brief in which he had no particular stake and which left
him rather wjth the problem ofhow best to tum to advantage a sljce of ciass time which he felt
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was being wasted. He clearly believed that ̀just reading' was an ineffective use ofclass time and

that this time could be better spent oB the more urgent task ofpracticing speaking, commenting
that tke students ̀have never had an ernphasis on speaking and listeRing ‑ it's tough to skip over
the most fundamental parts ofa language and go to the hardest parts'. In sharp contrast to 1feacher

A, this teacher did not have a positive recollection of reading in his own education and
remembered ̀cheating' on reading comprehension exercises by scanning for the answers instead
ofreading the text first as he was supposed to do.

"feacker C certainly did net think ER was a waste ofti!ne, though he was evidently concerned that

the way the programme has been run so far has meant that some students have felt fimstrated and

dissatisfied. Most especially, he showed that he had thought hard about how to make ER more
motivating for his s￡udents. Many ofthe suggestions that ￠ame out of this interview indicated that

this teacher was keen to offer his stuctents a structured learning experieRce in which they would
acquire skills that could be immediately applied. Such approaches are like}y to be very motivating
fbr teacher and student alike, and it may be dieacu}t to reconcile the long‑term and very gradual
pyocess ofER‑based language acquisitien with the rnore gratifying and transparent skilis‑building

approach.

3.2. Introducing ER
rfeacher A recal}ed very clearly the principal ideas contained in his introductory ̀sales pitch'. Ne
stresses to stuclents that they should try to avoid consulting dictionaries as far as possible and tkat

they should abandon any book which they find heavy going.
'feacher B introduced the ER programme by first negotiating with the students to decide how
much time to devote to reading at the beginning of each lesson. Teacher B admitted that he was
rather bewildered by extensive reading, and that his students, as second years who had done ER in
the first year, knew rnore than he did. His initial reaction towards reading in class was negative,
and he asked students whether they thought twenty miRutes was too long, just right, or not enough.

The majority of students voted that twenty mSnutes was appropriate.

The only specific recollection that rfeacher C had about the way he had introduced ER te his
students in the course orientation session was that he had toid them about the reading target, the

number of words that students were required to read to gain the maximum score. He ciearly felt
dissatisfied with the introduction to ER provided by the textbook aRd remarked that it would be
more helpfui both to present the students with some more digestiblejustification for the inc;usion

of ER (̀one or two solid sta{ements' as opposed, presumablM to the rather diseursive and
intimidating paragraphs in the textboDk), and to do more to motivate them to read, rather than
simply setting targets fbr thern.
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3.3. Classroom Practice and Activitie$
Teacher A exp}ained that he now makes a conscious effort to promote ER in his c}assrooms. (He
frequently had recourse to the metaphor of ̀selling' er ̀marketing'.) One ef the ways he does this

is to present himselfas a model reader by bringing nove}s, newspapers orjournais that he himself
is reading into the classroom. He also uses the 2e minutes allocated for ER at the begirming of
each lesson to go around the class talking to students about what they are reading. In the future, he

intends to continue to focus on the ̀pleasure principle', and to this end will aim to ̀minimize the
[...] scholastic, formal features'.

'Ileacher B was initially bewildered by the 2e‑minute reading period because he felt that it
rendered him redundant as a teacher: ̀itjust seemed like a big waste oftime'. His very resourceful

response to this crisis was to use the time to conduct one‑on‑one interviews with students in an
adjacent room. He prepared 20 questions, to which the students were asked to prepare answers;
and these questions formed the basis ofinterviews lasting between 4 and 5 minutes. The questions
were ofa generai nature and not reiated to the reading activity. The interviews made it possible to

assess the students' English language ability. However, the students did not always read at the
beginning ofthe iesson and the activity was sometimes postponed untii the end, which also meant

that there was sometimes no time to read. And in the second term, the pressures involved in
ensuring that the students did not fall behind with their essay writing projects meant, at least up
until the time ofthe interview in the 1Oth week, that there had been ne chance at all fbr the students

to read in class. In this regard, Teacher B also made a very astute comment concerning wl}at he
saw as the massive discrepancy in this semester between the notion ofreading fbr pleasure and the
arduovs task of writjng the two extended essays required by the course. His suggestion that there

should be more ̀writing fbr fun' is one which we feel would be worth serious consideration.
The books were laid out on a desk at the front ofthe room. It was typical perhaps of this teacher

wlio seemed se concerned with making the best use of the time available that he was unhappy
with the way that students often have to queue to fill out the library borrowing sheets. In the

current system, students must write their name and the book they have borrowed on a sign‑out
sheet. When they come to return the book, they must find where they wrote that book, and check
it off as returned. This can be very time‑consuming. In addition to this borrowing system, there
are two alternative paper systems by which the studen￡s keep a record ef what they have read. The
̀book reports' consist of two sides of A4 wlth two fbrms on ea￠h side, into which students write

detai}s of what they have read, inciuding responses. In the ether system, the ̀book records',
students simply write the book they have read, the word count, and an indication of how much
they eajoyed it and how easy it was. This single side of A4 eventually becomes a list of all the
books that the student has read during the course. Teacher B proposed giving each student their

own sign‑out sheet, combining the library system and book recording system inte one, which he
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would give out at the beginning ofthe lesson, and collect at the end. This would seem to be a very

workable soiution and also provide an easier means fbr teachers to monitor the progress of each
student.

‑feacher B wrote comments on the students' reading records such as ̀Keep up tke good work'.
But feedback in general, both to individuals and to the class as a whole, seems to have consisted
mostly of encouragement to read a greater quantity.
Teacher B recommended that the books be kept in the faculty Iibrary rather than brought to the

classroom, thus a!lowing students to borrew and return books outside class time.

Like "Ibacher B, Teacher C also used the 20 minutes allotted to ER to engage the students in
general conversation (̀interpersonal topics'), at least in the first year, although in this case the

goal was mere one of ̀rapport building' than assessment He felt that this might have had the
effect oftrivialising ER as he interrupted the students' reading, but nonetheless he believed that it

was important to expioit this rare opportunity to chat to students on a one‑to‑one basis. In the

second semester ef teaching the course, however, he modified his approach and also asked the
students how their reading was progressing. This focus on what they were reading, and how much
they had read, he thought, may have been a contributing factor in the higher reading scores of
these students.

T]eacher C considered it unreasonable to expect students to be able to fbrmulate an L2 response
to a written narrative. On the other kand, he suggested that more structured speaking activities
such as reading aloud from the graded readers or using the books as a source of texts fbr dictation
pra￠tice would be helpful. Ke also advocated activities fbcusing on reading speed and recognized

an urgent need to teach specific reading skills such as skimming and scanning, knowing when to

skip a word and how to guess the meaning of unfamiliar words from context: ̀An important
reading skill is to have the ability to skip a word, to guess a word in context {...] I think students do

skip words, but they're alinost psychologicaily disturbed [when they do].'
As in IIleacher A and Teacher B's interviews, the ;ssue ofpaperwork came up, and lbacher C too

found that the proliferation ofsign‑out sheets became diencult to manage.

Another suggestion that teacher C made was that students should be encouraged to borrow
books between lessons, and net just in class. Evidently other teachers recornmend their students
do this, and he notices students going in and out ofthe room where the books are kept.

3.4. Assessment
One eonsequence of"Ibacher A's commitment to the principle that s!uden{s should eajoy reading,

and continue to eiijoy it beyond the timeframe of the course, was that he abandoned the book
report system that teachers had been asked to emp;oy in the fiyst year of the Comprehensive
Englislt programme. He saw the requirement to write book reports as an imposition, a mechanical

and ̀mindless' chore that detracted from the eajoyment of reading. Another issue which this
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teacher brought up concerned the question of whether it was better to assess students on the basis

ofthe number ofwords or the number ofbooks they read. The procedure adopted in the first year
ofthe course was to count the books. But in the second year, teachers have been instructed lnstead

to ask students to keep a taily ofthe number ofwords they have read, in part because ofthe huge
difference in leRgth efthe books available, some sixteen pages long, others over one hundred.
[feacher A noted that at least one writer‑resear￠her prefers to focus on books because the sense of

achievement that results is greater. Perhaps the most significant manifestation of this teacher's

commltment to student erljoyment and life‑long }earning appeared in his concern that any
assessment of ER might prove detrimental. He cited the recognition in the same writer researcher
that ̀[...] assessment and evaluation have a very negative effect on reading.'

As the first semester progressed, [feacher B became increasingly alarmed that students' grades
would suffer because they had read so little. After he had drawn the students' attention to this
problem, their reading records indicated that they were reading far more than previousiM although

the teacher adrnits that he had no way ofknowing ifstudents were really reading as much as they

claimed. He recognized that he could have gone around the room asking students about their
reading to check whether or not they were being honest. Howeveg he decided that he did not wish
̀to be the reading police'. Many other teachers probably feel a similar reluctance to question
students' integrity and this guestion touches on one of the fundamental problems with assessment,
Without requiring students to present the teacher with regular oral or written feedback, it is indeed

very direcult to know ifthey have actually read the number ofwords they claim to have read, and
the three teachers all alluded to this problem. On the other ･hand, if students are to read the
quantity that is iikely to yield results, it is impractical, and may be highly demotivating, fbr the
teacher to elicit sufficient feedback.

Like 'feacher A, Tleacher C also chose to abandon the book reports, but because they were too
insubstantial rather than because they were too onerous. The repoyt fbrms were designed .to
encourage very brief written respenses. [feacher C, howeve" considered that some ofhis students'

one‑sentence declarations were so vague as to be meaningless, and he would have welcomed the
opportunity to teach the students how to fbrmulate a mere sustained written response. This would
be part of a more qualitative styie of assessment that might include, for instance, requiring the

students to ̀go into depth about one book that had particularly moved them', or else give ̀a
mini‑presentation in groups about their favourite book'.

'feacher C thought that some students were de‑motivated by the word‑count target because it
seemed unattainable. Rather than the current system, in which a student earns 1% of their grade
by reading 10,OOO words (and hence a student whe has struggled to read 3 books totalling 8,OOO
words would still have a score ofzero), he suggested awarding 1OO points fbr every word, which

would give a greater and mere immediate sense of achievement.
Another idea emerging from this segment of the interview was that it might be more motivating
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fbr students ig instead of simply recording the number of words they had read, they could
gradually construct a visual representation of their reading. Teacher C noted that there might be

models fbr such an approach in the kinds of graphic imagery employed in the latest online user
interfaces and that part ofthe attraction of sociai networking sites like Facebook and Myspace is
that they allow users to bui}d up a record oftheir ̀stats'. Another idea discussed was that ofhow to

set attainable targets. For some students at the beginning of the semester this might mean
finishing one book, while fbr others, by the end of the semester, it may mean reading hundreds of

thousands of words. One so!ution suggested was that of inviting students to set their own
short‑term targets.

4. Implications for Currieulum Development
On the basis of these interviews, the fbllow}ng poss}bilities can be considered for broad
implementation in the Extensive Reading programme.
Introduction
The course books should be revised to make introduc{ions to Extensive reading more interactive,
including questions and feedback activlties, instead ofjust text. 'Ibachers may also benefit from a
more fbrmal introduction to the theories and practice of ER than is currently offered.
xP:apgi;sigg!sk

The borrowing sheets and librairy sheets ￠an be combined, so that each student has one sheet of
paper recording all essential infbrmation, given out by the teacher at the beginning of the iesson
and collected at the end.

Assessment
The current assessment system is ciearly probiemaiic. Sorne teachers see it as being at odds with
the principles ofextensive reading, and many certainly believe it is unreliable and therefbre unfair.

There appear to be two confiictlng agendas underlylng the current approach to assessment. The

first concerns the need fbr a record of what students have read, both so that the students
themselves are rewarded by a sense oftheir ewn achievement and so that the institution is able to

demonstrate a connection between quantifiable levels ofinput and iinprovements in the students'
English ability. Secondly, tkere is the institutional requirement to give each student a grade. The

simplest solution may be to continue with some kind ofbook recording system, but in such a way

that the numbers of books or words read have no bearing on a students' final grade. The ER
grading component could instead come from activities based on the books, and on comprehenslon
or reading speed tests (some of which could be taken online).

Another enhEmcerneni might involve designing a system which will set progressive reading
targets fbr studen{s or allow them to set their own targets. The fundamental requirement is that

reading goais should motivate students rather than intimidate them. An example might be as
foi}ows:
Within the first three weeks: Finish first book.
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Within the first two months: Finish five books.
By the end of the first semester: Finish 1O books.
Over the vacation: Finish 5 books, etc.
An online recording system is currently being developed. On this system it will be possibie fbr
word counts to be caiculated automatically. Students will be able to access the system frorn their
own computers, or ideally mobile phones, to record when they have finished a book. The logistics
ofdata entry within the classroom have yet to be worked out. Such a system could include graphic

components showing students a visual representation of the number of words they have read, as

well as giving re￠ommendations ef books to read, based on what students have previously
eajoyed reading.
Activities

A range of activities should be made available to teachers and students that will enhance the
students' experience of ER. Reading groups could be started, perhaps in selected classes with

selected students. Students could be required to give an expanded response to one book each
semester that would be assessed qualitatively. Due care and attentlon would be needed to ensure

that students are provided with appropriate mode}s and scaffblding, and that the response
expeCted is within students' abilities.

5. Future Research
The interview is clearly a powerfu1 tool, not only in research, but also in the implementation and

development ofa eurriculum. AtthoL}gh the interviews were careful}y structured and designed to
explore how teachers were coping with just one specific area ofthe currlculum, the conversations
sometimes strayed into other territory. These digressions were often very illuminating. 'feacher B,

fbr instance, gave a detajled account of the way he dealt with the quiz activity in the fburth
semester, and his approach seemed so successfu1 that we are now considering incorporating it lnto

subsequent editions ofthe course book.
Tliere is a need fbr further interviews witli teachers, not only on the subject ofER, but also on a

range of issues concerning staff and curriculum development. Rather than providing neat answers
to a research questlon, these interviews have indicated several topics, some of which are outlined

below.
path1

The responses have demonstrated how diffk]rent teachers have diffbrent attitudes towards ER, and
it seems likely that these attitudes ltave an impact that extends far beyond the ER prograrnme
since they refiect the way teachers believe students learn. Research has demonstrated that ER is

an effective means of language acquisition. But if it is to be properly established in the
University's curriculum, it is essential also to understand how the acquisition process is perceived

among teachers. Kow, fbr example, might a teacher's own experience of language learning at
school affect their attitude towards the learning habits and strategies oftheir students now?
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A: ̀There's Ro denying that Humans are social creatures and we learn by modelling from peers
and autherity figures.'

C: ̀But there's a very ingrained, very laborlous bottom‑up word‑by‑word processing which is
part oftheir whole background. Almost translating a page [...]'
!t,!sing.!luglislLasS!ig‑g!asE:gggglangugggElhthe1roolan

B: ̀There's just so much work to do te get through those writing prejects. Trying to get it
explained to them without using any Japanese.'
B: ̀I was going to do the maru batsbl but then I thought just put "yes" and "no".'
B: ̀[I told them] write your answers in English, don't worry about your spelling. As long as it's
close.'

C: ̀It wouid be nice fbr them to veTbalise what they're doing and verbalise the processes.'
C: ̀I was speaking to a teacher in the staffroom, and she said she was in touch with her students

and a lot ofpeople aren't understanding what teachers are saying in Eng}ish'

Technolo in the classroom: do teachers view com uters as a threat or a challen e?

A: ̀Now, in western societies so many teenagers are leO% non‑readers. Like just text
messaging or internet blogging and that's really in many ways not enhancing the love of [...]
reading. I guess a lot ofpedagogues in the west try to combat this internet age with actual printed
material.'

C: ̀If you look at how technology seems to work, everything is just visualised and user
interfaces have become very important, and it's exactly the same as what everyone's doing, it's
multi‑sensory learning, evolving beyofld a bunch ofletters.'

The relationshi between teachers and the institution
B: ̀They've toid me that this is was it is. Maybe l don't agree with this, but that's what it is. Ybu

guys are going to have to start reading and write the numbers down.'

[t[l!gxg!g!ignh lt hbt th dtdt
B: ̀I was asking them questions, they were asking me questions [...] take avvay that distance'
C: ̀But if they can fee} tkey don't have that border, that beundary...'
[tkgki!}gmiugShg!lg!!}gMLgudJ2Eag!lpeh thdl dt

A: ̀Definitely public humiliation is a great extrinsic motivator here.'
B: ̀So I handed out a set oftwenty questions [...] so they had to be prepared to talk about them
any time, at random [...] taiked to eaeh students for 4 or 5 minutes'.

B: ̀I probably correct more than some teachers, and try to explain to each individual their
problems ... and so that usuaily takes 90 minutes. Recently I've done very little standing at the
front.'

C: ̀If they can't rnentally verbalise the words they see, they can't retain them, so i think we
could de lets of activities like reading aloud'.

sC!lgsslgQI!Lmanag!l amet
B: ̀So last class, fbr example, I asked, who's done the topic, but hasn't finished the outline?
Who's done the outline but hasn't finished the first draft? Who's done all of it? And I set them in
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different sections ofthe room'.
B: ̀Everyone has Yeslno cards, and a b c d cards and the last one, they write it. And have it iike

a big quiz showl and everybody sits in groups. They can talk and get the answe4 "we think the

. :71
answerls...
.
sC̀gugEg‑gsEgssglg!xlL!2}c‑fi"!ggg!sssses ntbtudts

One ofthe interviewees suggested that it might be instructive to conduct interviews with students

to investigate their attitudes towards ER. This research could evaluate how successful the
orientation is and couid also detemiine whether students are actual!y reading as mu￠h as they
claim. Interviews of third‑ and fburth‑year students, some tirne after the course has finished,
might reveal whether the goal of a lifeleng love of reading in English has been realised. These
interviews shouid, of ￠ourse, be eonducted in the students' native language, ideally by another
student to encourage greater openness and minimize the e￡Eect of the likely tendency on the part
o￡many students to tell the teacher what they thinks he or she wants to hear.

6. Conclusion
Despite our failure to answer our original question, we hope that we have at }east demonstrated

that interviewing tea￠hers can, and therefore perhaps increasingly shou!d, make a valuable
contribution to staff and curriculum development. This wili, of course, seem rather obvious. But
we feel that it is diencult to overemphasize the need for fbrmai instruments to enable teachers to
more effectively share teaching materials and the fruits ofthelr classroom experience, There is, to
be sure, and in Japan especial}y, a well‑established network ofprofessional teaching organizations

and pubiications with precisely this aim. We are acute}y aware, however, that many teachers are
either too busy or otherwise disinclined tQ find the time to package their ideas and creativity as
conference presentations orjournal articles.
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Notes
i For a recent example ofa study oftl}e effectiveness ofER in the context ofJapanese university English education,
see Nishizawa, Yoshioka and ltoh (2e07); a"d fbr recent discussions ofeourse design issues, see Schmidt (2007> and
Rosszell (2007).

2 Day and Bamfbrd (1998) in the Cambridige Language Education series edited by jack C, Richards, was published
exactly ten years ago and contains many ofthe icleas mentioned by feacher A, Perhaps not entirely coincidentally, it

was also Richard Day who ran the workshop referred to,
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